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Dataset relates to the following study:  

High Resolution Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (HR 

FT-ICR MS) for the characterisation and optimisation of enzymatic processing of 

commercial lignin. 

 

Virginia Echavarri-Bravo, Matthias Tinzl, Will Kew, Faye Cruickshank, C. Logan Mackay, 

David J. Clarke*, Louise E. Horsfall*.  

 

Information for this Submission 

 

1. ESI(-) FT-ICR MS data sets in Bruker (calibrated) (12/09/2017) 

MS spectra between 100 and 1000m/z. 

- Samples s9, s10 and s11 contain lignin and laccase 51639 (Sigma).  

Experimental replicates n=3 

Technical replicates (n=3) for s9 

Time points analysed (0, 0.5, 2, 24, 72 and 168h) 

- Samples s15 and s20 are the negative controls (experimental replicates n=2) 

Technical replicates (n=3) for s15 

Time points analysed (0, 24 and 168h) 

 

2. Data set fragmentation (01/08/2018) 

 

4 species were analysed 

C20H24O9S1 
sample15 439 iso sweep shots sori 0_45 20s acc 

sample15 439 iso sweep shots 

C21H24O9S1 
sample15 451 iso sweep2 
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sample15 451 iso sweep2 shots SORI 0_45pc.d 

C21H26O9S1 
sample15 453 iso sweep 

sample15 453 iso sweep shots SORI 1 20s 

C21H28O9S1 
sample15 455_2 iso sweep 
sample15 455_2 iso sweep shots sori 1 acc 20s 

 

3. Analysis of isotopic fine structure (29/11/2017) 

Scans collected for the following m/z: 311, 339, 367, 413, 447.  

Accumulated time 2,000 ms 

Scans 200  

Window 10/mz 

sample9_311_000002.d 

sample9_339_000001.d 

sample9_367_C18H24O6S1_000001.d 

sample9_413_000002.d 

sample9_447_C17H20O10S2_000001.d 

 

Methodology 

For MS analysis, samples were diluted in 1:1 methanol and water to a final 

concentration of 100-200 µg/ml. Mass spectra were acquired on a 12 Tesla SolariX FT-ICR 

MS (Bruker Daltonics) equipped with an infinity cell. All spectra were acquired in negative-ion 

mode ESI (-). Nebuliser gas flow was set to 1.8 bar, drying gas was 6 L/min at 180°C. Typically, 

broadband spectra were acquired with 100 summed scans between 98.3 m/z and 1000 m/z 

into a 4 MW FID of 1.1185 s. Time of flight was set to 0.6 ms with an ion accumulation time of 

150 ms. For acquisition of narrow windows for isotopic pattern analysis, ions were filtered 

using the quadrupole, and the ion accumulation time was increased to 2000 ms. Three 

technical replicates were analysed per treatment to validate the instrumental reproducibility. 

To minimise any carryover effects between samples the syringe, capillary and sprayer were 

thoroughly flushed between samples with methanol:water.  

 


